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Considering a random variable as a multiplication operator by a measurable 
function, a natural generalization consists in allowing noncommuting and unboun- 
ded operators defined on a common invariant domain with cyclic vector 4. By mul- 
tiplication and addition, these operators generate a *-algebra which in turn can be 
considered as a representation x of an abstract *-(tensor) algebra. Moments are 
replaced by m(a, ‘. a,) = (4, n(a,) n(a,) 4). In analogy to the classical case the 
notions of cumulants, addition of independent random variables, and infmite 
divisibility are introduced, as well as Gaussianness as a generalization of normal 
random variables. Previous results are briefly reviewed, including a characterization 
of infinite divisibility. Among the new results are noncommutative analogs of ver- 
sions of the central limit theorem and of Cram& theorem. All results have direct 
applications to representations of Lie algebras, to quantum field theory, and to 
statistical mechanics. 0 1985 Academic Press, Inc 
1. INTRODUCTION, MOTIVATION, AND PREVIOUS AND NEW RESULTS 
A random variable 5 is usually considered as a measurable function, with 
expectation given by integration with respect o some probability measure. 
Alternatively, 5 can also be regarded as a multiplication operator, i.e., mul- 
tiplication by the associated function. Expectations are then obtained by 
applying one or more such operators to the function identically 1 and tak- 
ing the scalar product in L2 with the function 1. Different random variables 
commute as multiplication operators. 
To generalize this in a first step we consider a set &’ of operators in 
some Hilbert space H; the operators may be noncommuting and unboun- 
ded and are assumed to have a common dense invariant domain D of 
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definition. The role of the function 1 is taken over by a unit vector 4 ED 
which is cyclic for A. Expectation is replaced by (4, .d). 
For D we take the smallest domain possible. Let P(A) be the set of all 
polynomials in elements of 4’. Then D = Z’(A) 4. The set &’ is assumed 
Hermitian in the sense that A E 4 implies A* 1 D~ J%‘. Without loss of 
generality one may assume J%? to be a linear space. 
The moments of several random variables, Et i . . . t,,, are replaced by 
(4, A, . .. A,qS), and the notion of cumulants will be defined later. In quan- 
tum field theory these objects correspond to n-point functions and trun- 
cated (or connected) n-point functions, respectively. 
We now generalize this in a second step. Let M be a set and let M 
denote the set of all polynomials over @ in noncommuting indeterminants 
from M. With the usual multiplication of polynomials, M becomes an 
algebra, i.e., M is the free algebra (with 1) generated by M. By M”” we 
denote the set of all homogeneous polynomials of degree n so that M = @,, 
M’“). Since there is a natural isomorphism between the n-fold tensor 
product M(l)@ ... @ M(‘) and M”“, M can also be identified with the ten- 
sor algebra generated by M(l), and M can be considered as a Hamel basis 
for M(l). 
Now let a++ a* be a given involutive mapping of M to M. We then 
define an involution on M by 
(Aal . ..a.) ,? * :=Jaa*... a?, AEC:, aiEM. 
With this involution, M becomes a *-algebra or *-tensor algebra. 
DEFINITION 1.1. A couple (rc, 4), a representation rr of M with cyclic 
unit vector 4, is a map 7c of M to possibly unbounded operators in a 
Hilbert space with common invariant dense domain D, := x(M) q5 such 
that rr is an algebraic homomorphism of M and such that 
x(a*) = n(a)*) D,VaE M. 
The notion of a random variable is generalized by x(a), aE M(l), and 
expectation by (4, .$). In the sequel we will consider only representations 
71 as in Definition 1.1 and will always tacitly assume 4 to be given. 
Probabilistic notions and results have been carried over to various non- 
commutative structures such as groups, C*-algebras, Lie algebras, and 
Clifford algebras (cf., e.g., [l-7]). A natural generalization of the latter two 
are tensor algebras, and in a probabilistic context they were first considered 
by the author in [S]. 
Any representation of a Lie algebra L is obtained from a representation 
of the associated tensor or polynomial algebra L which vanishes on the 
ideal generated by the commutator identities. Conversely, any represen- 
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tation of L which vanishes on this ideal induces a representation of L as a 
Lie algebra. 
Quantum field theory is another area where tensor algebras appear 
naturally. It was noted by Borchers [9, lo] and Uhlmann [ 1 l] that a 
quantum field can be considered as a representation of the *-tensor algebra 
generated by the Schwartz test function space Y (or 9) with f* =f on Y. 
Quite generally, any Hermitian set of operators in a Hilbert space with 
common invariant domain generates an operator algebra which can be 
considered as a representation of an underlying *-tensor algebra. Such a 
setting was considered by Baumann and the author [12] for a noncom- 
mutative version of the Marcinkiewicz theorem. 
All results of this paper carry over to Lie algebras, to Bose quantum 
fields, and to correlation functions in statistical mechanics. 
The Algebraic Setup 
Let A4 be as before. By MC we denote the cone of positive elements in 
M, i.e., all finite sums of the form C, b: b;, hi E M. The algebraic dual M is 
the set of all linear functionals on M. 
DEFINITION 1.2. A linear functional m on M is positive if 
m(M+ ) c [0, a). If, in addition, m( 1) = 1, it is a state. The state vanishing 
on M’“‘, n 3 1, is denoted by 1. 
Every couple (rc, 4) defines a state m, by 
m,(a) := (9, $a) d>, aEM. (1.1) 
Conversely, by the Gelfand-Naimark-Segal construction, any state m gives 
rise to a couple (rr, d), unique up to unitary equivalence, such that m = mn. 
DEFINITION 1.3. Let TE M* and n = 0, l,.... The nth component T,, 
T,, E M*, of T is defined by T,, 1 AI”‘) = 6,” T, v = 0, l,.... The n th moment of a 
state m or a representation rr is the n th component of m and m,, respec- 
tively. 
The notion of cumulants is introduced in close analogy to the classical 
case. 
DEFINITION 1.4. Let m be a state with associated representation rc. The 
truncated functional mc, mc E M*, is determined by m; = 0 and, for 
a, ,..., a, E M(l), n 2 1, by 
mECal ,..., a,):=~,~~~~,~,=,log(~,e”~“(“t’~~~e”~~(”~)~) (1.2) 
in the sense of formal power series in x, ,..., x, where 8; = 8/axi. The nth 
component of mc is called n th cumulant of m. 
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Omitting the log in Eq. (1.2) just gives m,. Alternative expressions for mc 
are given in Eqs. (2.12k(2.14) below. They show that {mnJnsN and 
b3”Gv determine each other, as in the classical case. 
A normal random variable has a Gaussian characteristic function or, 
equivalently, it has vanishing cumulants for n > 2 and rn; # 0. We carry this 
over as follows. 
DEFINITION 1.5. A state m and its associated (71, 4) are called Gaussian 
if m; = 0 for n > 2. It is called degenerate if rnz = 0 for n > 1. 
A degenerate state, x, is a character, i.e., x(n ai) = n x(al). The 
corresponding representation is one-dimensional and given by n(a) = x(a). 
x is completely determined by x (M(l). Conversely, any cp E &I(‘)* with 
cp(a*) = q(a) gives rise to a degenerate state x by x 1 M(l) := cp. With our 
definition, a degenerate state is Gaussian. The general Gaussian state is 
easily computed from Eq. (2.2) in conjunction with Theorem 2.2. The 
general Gaussian representation is explicitly known; cf., e.g., Ref. [ 121 and 
Corollary 2.9 below. In particular, generalized free quantum fields [ 131 are 
Gaussian. 
We now generalize the notion of adding independent random variables 
<r and t2. To motivate this we represent 5, as the function t,(x) := x in L* 
(Iw, pi), i = 1, 2. In L2(R x [w, /J, x pLz), let X be the multiplication operator 
given by X(x,, x2) = 4,(x,) + t2(x2). Restricting X to the “diagonal” sub- 
space spanned by {X”’ },, one obtains a representation of <I + t2 which is 
unitarily equivalent to multiplication by x in L*(R, p, * p2). In the non- 
commutative case we carry this over as follows. 
DEFINITION 1.6. For i= 1, 2, let rci be a representation of M in Hi with 
cyclic unit vector #i and associated state m”‘. We define, in H, 0 H,, 
D n,*n* :=P({7r,(a)@1+1@7r2(a);a~M”‘))q5,@q5, (1.3) 
H, := D,,,,, c H, OH,. (1.4) 
The representation 71, * x2 of M in the “diagonal” subspace H, with cyclic 
unit vector 4 := 4, @ d2 is determined by its restriction to IV(‘), 
x1 * da) := xl(a) 0 1 x 10 x2(a)l D,,an2, ae MC’), (1.5) 
and 
m”’ * mc2’ := mn,*n2. (1.6) 
The latter operation will be extended to all of M* in Section 2. It will 
have the properties of a commutative and associative product. ’ From 
I This was called s-product in [9, S]. 
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Eq. (1.5) one can easily calculate the components of m(i) * mc2), see also 
Corollary 2.1 and Lemma 2.1 below. It will follow that 
(m(l) * m W)C = m(‘)C + mm. (1.7) 
Remark. The *-product plays a major role in the sequel. The 
application of our results to Lie algebras and to quantum fields rests on the 
following simple consequence of Eq. (1.5). If for some a, 6, c E MC’) one has 
[da), db)l= n,(c) on D,,, i = 1, 2, the same relation holds for rc, * rr2 on 
D n,Vn2, i.e., such commutation properties are preserved. Thus, if m”’ and 
rn(‘) belong to representations of a Lie algebra then so does m(l) * rn(‘). For 
n-point functions of relativistic Bose quantum fields a similar statement 
holds [lo]. Anticommutators, however, are not preserved. For Clifford 
algebras and spinor quantum fields one therefore introduces another *- 
product [7, S]. 
Previous Results 
The notion of infinite divisibility was introduced by Streater [6] for Lie 
algebras and within the present context by the author [S]. We write m” for 
m * *. . * m (n factors). 
DEFINITION 1.7. A state m is infinitely divisible if, for any n E N, there is 
a state, m”“, such that m = (m”n)n. Similarly for representations. 
We note that (m”“)’ = (l/n) mc, by Eq. (1.7), so ml’” is unique if it exists. 
Infinitely divisible states have been investigated by the author in [8]. An 
analog of De Finetti’s theorem was proved there, and the following 
classification of such states was given, which generalized a result of 
Streater [6] for Lie algebras. 
THEOREM 1.1 [8]. A state m on M is infinitely divisible lff mc is con- 
ditionally positive, i.e., m” nonnegative on M+ n OH2 , AI’“‘. 
Gaussian states are infinitely divisible, by this criterion. A sharper ver- 
sion of the theorem, also contained in [8], will be quoted as Theorem 2.2 
below. 
The question of decomposition of a state m into a product of states was 
addressed also in [S]. First one has to note that if x is a degenerate state 
then so is 2 with f, . = ( - 1)” xn. Hence x * 2 = 1, and therefore a trivial 
decomposition of the form m = (m * x) *j is always possible. Moreover, 
one can choose x, = -m, so that (m * x), =O. 
A nondegenerate state having no nontrivial decomposition was called 
prime or indecomposable in [S]. The next result generalizes two theorems 
of Khinchine [14] on the factorization of characteristic functions. They 
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were proved in [8] for continuous states on Y, but one of them carries 
over to arbitrary states on M. 
THEOREM 1.2 [S]. A state on M which has no prime factor is infinitely 
divisible. 
THEOREM 1.3.[8]. Let M”) be a nuclear topological vector space for a 
topology for which acr a* is continuous so that M becomes a nuclear 
topological *-tensor algebra. Every continuous state on M is a product of 
two continuous states, one of which is either 1 or the product of an at most 
countable number of continuous prime states, while the other is infinitely 
divisible. An analogous result, without topology, holds if A4 is countable. 
A generalization of a theorem of Marcinkiewicz was proved by Baumann 
and the author. 
THEOREM 1.4 [12]. Let m be a state on M. Zf the cumulants rn; vanish 
,for all n > N, some N, then m is Gaussian. 
New Results 
The main results of this paper are generalizations of the central limit 
theorem and Cramer’s theorem. The latter states that if the sum of two 
independent random variables 5,) t2 is normal then 5, and lZ are normal 
or degenerate; alternatively, if a Gaussian characteristic function is the 
product of two characteristic functions then the latter are Gaussian or 
degenerate. This will be generalized as follows. 
THEOREM 1.5 (Noncommutative Cramer Theorem). Let m, m(l), rn(‘) be 
states on M such that 
m = m(I) * mc2’. 
If m is Gaussian then so are m”’ and m”‘. Equivalently, let (x,, Qi), 
i=O, 1, 2, be such that (x0,&) and (rr, * z2, $I@(62) are unitarily 
equivalent. If x0 is Gaussian then so are (z,, 4,) and (7c2, d2). 
The proof will be given in Section 3. We give two applications. 
EXAMPLE 1. We consider a quantum mechanical system consisting of 
two (possibly interacting) particles of mass ~1~ and pl. Let M consist of two 
abstract elements, M = {q, p}. Let Q”) = xi(q) and Pi) := x,(p) be position 
and momentum operators of particle i. Then 
p := p(1) + p’2) 
Q:=(~~Q”‘+~L~Q’~‘)(~L~+I-Lz)-~ 
(1.8) 
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are the operators of total momentum and position of center of mass. At 
time t = 0 let the system be described by a density matrix p of the form 
p = p1 @p2 where pi is a density matrix for particle i We put 
m(” (.)=Tr(pinj(.)), i= 1, 2. N ow we consider only the behavior of the 
center of mass, forgetting the additional internal degrees of freedom, and 
assume it to be described by a harmonic oscillator ground state at t = 0, 
*i.e., m, * m2 is Gaussian. Then both p, and p2 are also harmonic oscillator 
ground states. In this example the complete system is already determined 
by the knowledge of a subset of observables. 
EXAMPLE 2. Let Q,(X), i= 1, 2, be two scalar Wightman fields with 
vacuum (cyclic vectors) 52, in Hi. Then one obtains a new scalar Wightman 
field cp in HDcH,@H, by 
v(x) :=(P,(x)Of +I O(P2b)IHD (1.9) 
where H, has 52 := 0, @ Q, as cyclic vector for cp. Theorem 1.5 gives: If cp 
is a generalized free field then so are cp , and (p2. 
CENTRAL LIMIT THEOREM. In its simplest classical form, this states for 
independent identically distributed random variables 5,) t2,..., with finite 
second moments, that C; (5, - ESi)/J’& converges to a normal random 
variable. In our setting the renormalization 5;~ (,/A corresponds to the 
following. 
DEFINITION 1.8. For 1 E R, let zi, be the automorphism of M given by 
TA(Ql . ..a.)=A”a,.~~a,, ai E M(“. (1.10) 
A simple noncommutative algebraic version of the central limit theorem 
was noticed in quantum field theory. 
PROPOSITION 1.1 [lo]. Let m he a state on M with m, =O. Then 
M := w - lim (m 0 z~,J;;)” 
n-m 
exists, is Gaussian, and M2 = m,. 
Proof: By Eq. (1.7) one has for the cumulants 
((moT,,,‘F;):.=n.(l/J;;)‘m~. 
As n -+ cc this converges weakly to m, for v = 2 and to 0 otherwise. This 
implies the statements, by Corollary 2.6. 1 
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Stronger versions of the classical central limit theorem drop the 
assumption of identical distribution. In Gnedenko-Kolmogorov [ 161, for 
example, triangular arrays tnk, k = l,..., k,, n = 1, 2 ,..., of random variables 
are considered which are independent for each n and which become 
infinitesimally small, e.g., in the sense that 
lim max Et:, = 0. 
n -+ ‘XI k < k, 
(1.11) 
Let us assume Ernk = 0 V’n, k, and let us put 
x, := (,, + ‘. . + 5&. (1.12) 
THEOREM [ 161. Under the above conditions {X,,} converges ifJ 
g(r):= lim 2 (Eexpit5,k-1) 
n-r kc, 
exists and is continuous. In case of convergence, X, -+ X, say, one has 
Eexp it X=expg(t) 
and X is infinitely divisible. 
This has the following noncommutative generalization, again with 
smallness condition for the second moments. The assumption of vanishing 
first moments is introduced for convenience only. 
THEOREM 1.6. (Noncommutative Central Limit Theorem). Let ll~(“‘~), 
k = l,..., k,, n = 1, 2 ,..., be states on M satisfying 
0) mpW = 0 3 
(ii) lim, __ ,~ max ~ k ~ L,...,k, my,k)(a*a) = 0 Va E MC’). 
We define 
M’“’ := ,#.‘, .+ . . * ,hknl 
p’ := ,g, (m’n*k) - 1 ). 
(1.13) 
(1.14) 
Then M’“’ converges weakly iff S’“’ does. In case of convergence, let 
M := lim MC”). (1.15) 
n-m 
Then the cumulants are given by 
MC = lim SC”’ (1.16) n-cc 
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and M is infinitely divisible. Conversely, every infinitely divisible state with 
vanishing first moment is obtained in this way. 
The proof will be given in Section 4. As an illustration we use 
Theorem 1.6 to generalize Proposition 1.1. 
COROLLARY 1.1. Let {m’“‘} be a sequence of states which is pointwise 
bounded. Let ml”’ = 0 and let 
w- lim my) (1.17) n-m 
exist. Then 
M := w- lim (m(“‘or,,J;r)” (1.18) II - m 
exists and is Gaussian with second moment given by Eq. (1.17). 
Proof: We put 
mW,k) .-.-m (n) o =,&/,;l, k = I,..., n. 
Then (i) and (ii) hold, MC”‘= (m’“3”)“, and 
From this the result follows by boundedness of rnp’. 1 
In Section 2 of this paper the *-product is extended to all of M*. It 
makes M* into an abelian algebra. Exponential and logarithmic series with 
this product are introduced, and the logarithm of m is shown to coincide 
with mc. The material is preparatory and largely known. The treatment, 
though, tries to avoid complicated combinatorics through the use of formal 
power series. We mention in particular Theorem 2.1 in this context which 
in this form seems to be new. 
2. M* AS AN ALGEBRA. POWER SERIES 
If S, TE M*, then S@ TE (MOM)*. Equations (1.5)-( 1.6) for 
m(l) * rnc2) suggest he following generalization. 
DEFINITION 2.1. For S, TEM* we define S*TEM* by 
S* T(1) :=S,(l) T,(l) and by 
S * T(a, .. 
for a,,..., a, E A4 cl). We write S”:=S*...* Sand So= 1. 
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PROPOSITION 2.. Equipped with the operation *, M* is an abelian algebra 
over @ with 1 EM* as unit element. 
Proof Abelianness results from the symmetry of the argument on the 
r.h.s. The rest follows from the properties of tensor products. 1 
COROLLARY 2.1. Let a ,,..., a,, EM”) and let I= { l,..., n}. For 0 #I’ = 
{il < ... <iK} cl we put a,. :=a,;..ajK and a,,= 1. Then 
S * T(a,) = 1 S(a,,) T(a,\r). (2.2) 
I’ c I 
In particular, if S is a multiple of 1 then 
S* T=&(l) T. (2.3) 
Remark. In [ 10, 171, Eq. (2.2) was taken as definition and the product 
properties were derived therefrom. Our approach will ease the com- 
binatorics considerably later on, in particular in conjunction with formal 
power series.’ A simple useful observation follows directly from Eq. (2.1). 
LEMMA 2.1. In the sense of formal power series in x1 ,..., x, one has for 
a, ,..., a,, E M(l) 
(2.4) 
Consequently 
(S * T)(a, ...a,)=8,...a,,x=, S(~e‘z”J) T(vex@l). (2.5) 
Proof The 1.h.s. of Eq. (2.4) equals 
’ For a discussion of formal power series see [ 18, 191. Addition and multiplication for such 
series are defined in an obvious way. Care, however, is needed when inserting a formal power 
series Q(x,,..., x.) for z in P(z), another formal power series. For this one has to assume that 
Q has zero constant term, and then the new coefficients are$nite sums. If P(z) converges as a 
power series this can be generalized. Let P(z) have convergence radius p >O. For Ial <p. 
P@)(a) converges so that P-,(z) := 1 P’“r( ) a z” nr is again a formal power series (as analytic / 
functions, P-,(z) = P(z + a)). If now Q(x, ,..., x,) has a constant term q. with 1 qO 1 < p, then 
Q ~ q. has vanishing constant term and one can define P(Q) := P -,(Q -q,,). As an example, 
one can define in this way log Q for lqO- 11 i 1 by taking P(z)=xF (- l)nm’ Y/n and 
putting P(Q - 1) =: log Q. 
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An immediate inductive consequence of Eq. (2.2) is the following useful 
observation. 
LEMMA 2.2. Let T(‘)E M* and assume Tcj = 0 for n <n,, j = l,..., J. 
Then (T(l)*... * TCJ’), = 0 for n < C nj. 
The weak topology on M* is defined as topology of pointwise con- 
vergence on h4. The last lemma implies 
COROLLARY 2.2. Let TE M*. Then any power series of the ,form 
C p,( T - T,)” is weakly convergent. 
ProoJ: For any aeM, only finitely many terms contribute. 1 
The next result is contained in Ref. [lo]. 
COROLLARY 2.3. Let j’(z) := C,, pnz,, have convergence radius p > 0. For 
TEM*, 
.f( T) := 2 P,, 7”’ (2.6) 
converges weakly if 1 T( 1 )I < p, and it diverges (f 1 T( 1 )I > p. In the ,former 
case 
.f(T)=j’L-u,(T-G) (2.7) 
where f- u(z) := Cf”“(a) Y/n! =f(z + a). 
Proqf: Since 7”‘( 1) = T( 1)” the series diverges if 1 T( 1)1 > p. Let 
I T(l)1 <p and let S := T- T,. Then, by Eq. (2.3) and Lemma 2.2, 
Va, ... a,) = C a, E A4’ ’ ‘. 
\’ G h 0 
z T’- ‘(l)Sl’(a;..a,), 
Differentiating C p,(z + z”)” at z = 0 shows that for fixed v the series 
zo II 3 ” 
; ant” ’ 
converges to f’“‘( T( 1 ))/v!. 1 
EXAMPLES. 
"1 
exp T=e’:= c -T”, 
n=,n! 
TE M*, (2.8) 
log T:=f (-l)“-’ (T-l)“, / T(l)- 1 ( < 1. (2.9) 
1 n 
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Note that if T, = 1 this reduces to a finite sum when applied to some a E M, 
by Lemma 2.2. By Abelianness, exponential and logarithm have the usual 
properties. 
The next result will prove an elegant tool to bypass involved com- 
binatorics. 
THEOREM 2.1. Let f(z) = C pnz” have convergence radius p and let 
TEM* with 1 T(l)1 <p so that f(T) := C pn T” converges weakly in M*. 
Then, in the sense of formal power series in x,,..., x,, one has for 
a, )...) aK E MC’) 
(2.10) 
and hence 
f(T)(a,...a,)=a,... a,l.=,,f( T(vexyuN)). (2.11) 
Proof: Let S := T- TO and pl :=f (“)( T( 1 ))/n!. Then, by Corollary 2.3, 
f(T) = C pks”. By Lemma 2.2, the order (smallest degree) of Y(n e-‘+) is 
at least n. Hence the sum over n exists as a formal power series since the 
new coeffkients are finite sums, and thus 
BY Lemma 2.1 this equals C PXWI exp x,4))“, which is 
f (T(n, exp ~,a,)), by footnote 2. 1 
COROLLARY 2.4. Let m be a state on M. Then the cumulants of m are 
given by 
m”=logm 
and 
m = exp mC. (2.13) 
ProofI By Eq. (2.10) and footnote 2, (logm)(n, expx,a,)= 
log(m(& exp ~,a,)). Equation (1.2) then gives mc = log m. 1 
COROLLARY 2.5 [12]. Let TEI@*, 1 T(l)- 11 < 1, and let I:= {l,..., n}. 
For a, ,..., a, E MC’) one has the recursive relation 
T(a, . ..a.)=(log T)(a,.) * T(az...a,) 
=(log T)(~I . ..a.)+ ,F, (log T)(JJ, ai) T(,Gr aj). (2.14) 
1’31 
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Proof: Since T= exp(log T), the 1.h.s. equals 
By Eqs. (2.5) and (2.2) the statements follow. 1 
COROLLARY 2.6. Let {T@‘} he a net in M*, with 1 T’“‘( 1) - 11 < 6 < 1 
for all a. Then the net converges weakly iff {log T’*‘} does. 
Proof. TF) is constructed from {(log T’“‘),, v d n} and vice versa. 1 
COROLLARY 2.7. Let f and T be as in Theorem 2.1. If T(n, exp x,a,) 
converges as a power series in x,, x2,..., then so does f (T) (n, exp x,a,). 
Proof If T(n, exp ~,a,) converges as a power series, then so does 
f ( T(JJax,a,)). Equation (2.10) then implies the statement. 1 
The next straightforward consequence of Theorem 2.1 extends the results 
of Section 3 of [ 121 and simplifies the derivation. 
COROLLARY 2.8. Let m be a state with associated (n, I$), If 
m’(n; exp ~,a,) converges for all a,E MC’), x,, K, then nr exp x,rc(u,) 
exists as an operator on D, in the sense of strong convergence. Hence, tf 
a = a* E MC’) then z(a) is essentially self-adjoint on D,. 
Proof By Corollary 2.7, 
( 
n exp x;x(&)* f$, n exp x,z(a,) n exp x;7c(aF) +4 
> 
converges. From this one easily derives the statements by differen- 
tiation. 1 
The next result is contained in [lo] and [12]. 
COROLLARY 2.9. Let m be Gaussian with associated representation ‘/t and 
cyclic vector 4. In the sense of strong convergence on D, one has for any a, b, 
uiE MC’), i = l,..., ic, Ic E N, 
enco)err(“) = exp(im,( [a, 61)) enCU+‘) (2.15) 
(hile~‘.~‘~)=exp{~m,(a.)+fmi((~u~)2)+f~~~m,(Ca~,a,l,) 
1 
(2.16) 
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where m’,(ab) = m,(ab) -ml(a) m,(b). Hence in particular 
CdalL 4adl =m2(Ca19 4) Q On D,. (2.17) 
Proof. Corollary 2.8 gives operator convergence, and Theorem 2.1 gives 
Eq. (2.16). Replacing {a,, ai+I} by (a, b} (or by {a+ b, l}, respectively) 
and the remaining a,‘s by x,a, gives Eq. (2.15), by differentiation at x = 0. 
Equation (2.17) follows from Eq. (2.15). 1 
We close this section with a general result from [S] on infinitely divisible 
states. 
DEFINITION 2.2. TE M* is Hermitian if T(a*) = T(a), Va E M. 
COROLLARY 2.10. Let f (z) have real coefficients. If T is Hermitian, then 
so is f (T). Let T E M*, 1 T( 1) - 1 1 < 1. Then T is Hermitian zff log T is. Any 
state is Hermitian. 
Proof The first two statements follow from Eq. (2.10), the last is 
obvious. 1 
The result of [S] for infinitely divisible states can now be fully quoted 
(cf. Theorem 1.1 above). 
THEOREM 2.2 [S]. TEM* with T(1) = 1 is an infinitely divisible state $f 
log T is conditionally positive and Hermitian. 
As a simple application, let Q be any positive semidelinite bilinear form 
on M(l). Let SE M* be such that S,(a*b)= Q(a, b), S, Hermitian and 
S, = 0 for v # 1, 2. Then S is clearly conditionally positive and Hermitian. 
Hence m := es is a Gaussian state. All Gaussian states arise in this way. 
As another application we note that a weak limit of infinitely divisible 
states is an infinitely divisible state. 
3. NONCOMMUTATIVE CRAMI~R THEOREM 
In this section we prove Theorem 1.5 of the Introduction by reducing it 
in several steps to the one-dimensional commutative case. We use the 
notation of the Introduction and note first 
LEMMA 3.1. The *-product of two representations n,, x2 of M preserves 
the Lie algebra structure, i.e., for a, b E MC” and on D,,.,, one has 
Cnl * da), xl * nAbI = [~,(a), Gb)l OQ 
+ Q 0 [n,(a), 7~(b)l. (3.1) 
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Proof Straightforward computation using Eq. (1.5). i 
The next trivial lemma has already been useful elsewhere [15]. It is the 
first step for the next central proposition. 
LEMMA 3.2. Let operators Ai in Hi be given, and let $i~ DA,, t+Gi#O, 
i= 1,2. Then 
for some 1 E @ iff 
Aitii= (It/i, Aid’, > It/i, i= 1, 2. (3.3) 
ProoJ: Let Ai := A,- (tii, Ajtii) II, i= 1, 2. Then Eq. (3.2) implies 
(A;OIl+IIOA;)IC/,OII/,=O. 
Taking the scalar product with A;$, @J/* gives A;$, =O. Similarly 
A; k2 = 0. The converse is obvious. 1 
PROPOSITION 3.1. Let a, b E M(l), n, := znl * x2, and Ci := [zi(a), xi(b)], 
i = 0, 1,2. Then Co is a multiple of 21 on D,, iff C, and C2 are multiples of 1 
on D,, and D,,, respectively. 
Prooj Let &, := $i 0 dz and 
Ai := C, - (& C,+,) II, i=O, 1,2. 
One has, by Lemma 3.1, 
A,=A,@! +21 @A, on D,,. (3.4) 
Now let C, be a multiple of 11 on D,,. Then A, = A,* = 0 on DrrO, and 
Lemma 3.2 gives 
A&=0, ATq4i=0, i= 1, 2. (3.5) 
We now proceed by induction. Assume that Ai and AT vanish on 
nital)” . x,(a,) di, i= 1, 2, n 2 0 fixed, for all a, ,..., a,, E M(l). For any 
operator B1 on D,,, one then has 
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and similarly for A : @ B2. Hence, for any a, E M(l), 
A:OA, ir (%(%W +Q O%(%)) hod, 
( lC=O 
= CA:~,(a,)OA,+A:OA,n*(a,)l 
fi, {QL)OQ +Q @n*(4) 4,042=0. 
Similarly for A 1 @AT. From 
II Ao~o(Uo) ‘. . ho 40 II2 = 0 
we obtain by Eq. (3.6) 
(3.6) 
(3.7) 
(q&q))~~~n,(u,)&), {$Q&OQ +Qo~:~*}~,(~o)~~~n,(~,)~,)=0. 
By positivity, both terms have to vanish. Expanding rt,(u,) ... ~,(a,) in 
terms of {nl(aK), 7r2(uK)}, the induction hypothesis yields 
Aixi(uo)~~~n,(un)~i=O, i= 1,2. 
Replacing A by A* in Eq. (3.7) completes one direction of the proof. The if 
part is obvious. 1 
LEMMA 3.3. Let n be a representation of M such that [x(u), z(b)] com- 
mutes with x(MC1)) on D, for a, bE A4 . (” Then the cumulunts rn; of IT are 
symmetric on MC”) for n > 2. 
Proof. Let a, . . . a,, E M’“‘, uK E M(l), K = 1 . n. It suffices to show sym- 
metry under the interchange of any ai, a, + 1. Since the above commutators 
are in the center of n(M), one has from the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff 
formula [IS] in the sense of formal power series 
exp xir(ui) exp Xi + I 46 + I ) 
=exPx,+,~(u,+,)exPx,~(~j)exP xixi+l[n(al), 4ai+~)l. 
Equation (1.2) then gives the desired result since the terms arising from the 
last exponential vanish after differentiation. 1 
Proof of Theorem 1.5. Let rco = x1 * x2, rcO Gaussian. We can assume 
the second moments to be nonzero. By Eq. (2.17) and Proposition 3.1, 
[~~(a), ni(b)] is a multiple of Q on D,, for all a, b E M(l), i= 0, 1, 2, and 
hence the nth cumulants are symmetric for n > 2, by Lemma 3.3. 
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Now let a E M(l) and consider the ordinary moment sequences {P$)}~, 
i=O, 1,2, where 
pp := m,(a”), i=O, 1,2. 
Then {P:~)}~ are the moments of a normal random variable, and for the 
cumulants one has 
The one-dimensional Cramer theorem implies that ptjc = 0, n > 2, i = 1,2. 
Hence, for n > 2, the multilinear symmetric forms rn(,ijc ( MC”‘, i= 1, 2, 
vanish if all arguments coincide, and thus they vanish identically. m 
As an application of the noncommutative Cramer theorem we note an 
equivalent statement. 
COROLLARY 3.1. Let m be a non-Gaussian state, and let SE M* such 
that, for some N, 
S2n = -mL, QnZN. 
Then T := exp S is not positive. 
ProoJ Assume that T is positive. Then m * (mo z _ ,) * T * (TOT ~ 1)/ 
(T(l)*) is a state whose nth cumulants vanish for n 2 2N. Hence, by 
Theorem 1.4, this state is Gaussian and so are, by Cramer, m * (m 0 z _ 1) 
and m, a contradiction. 1 
4. NONCOMMUTATIVE CENTRAL LIMIT THEOREM 
In this section we prove Theorem 1.6 of the Introduction. The proof is 
direct and does not use the classical version of the theorem. We start with a 
result on boundedness of a set of factors of states in a pointwise bounded 
set. This is of independent interest and a partial generalization of 
Proposition 3.1 in Ref. [S]. 
PROPOSITION 4.1. Let B be a set of states such that 
SUP I m(a)1 < a QaEM. (4.1) Ins0 
Let F,(B) be the set of states m’ with rn; = 0 such that, for some state ml’, 
m’ * m” E B. Then 
sup I m’(a)1 < co QaEM. 
rn’E Fe)(B) 
We first prove the following simple lemma on shifted sets. 
(4.2) 
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LEMMA 4.1. Let Bc M* be pointwise bounded. Then B, := [TE M*; 
T= T * exp - T,, TE B} is also pointwise bounded and T1 =OVTE B,. B 
consists of states tff B, does. In this case F,(B) = F,,(B,). 
Proof {log f := log T- T, , TE B) is pointwise bounded by Eq. (2.2), 
and so is { f}, again by Eq. (2.2). 
F is a state iff T is. Now let B consist of states and let m’ E F,(B), i.e., for 
some state m”, m := m’ * m” E B. Thus $I:= m’ * (m” * exp - my) E B, and 
m’ E F,,(B,). Similarly for the converse. 1 
Proof of Proposition 4.1. By the preceding lemma we can assume m, = 0 
Vm E B. We now proceed by induction. Equation (4.2) trivially holds for 
a E M(O). Assume it to hold for a E MC”‘, v 6 2n - 2. We will show it to hold 
for M(2n) and then for M(2np ‘). For any m’ E F,(B) there is m” E F,,(B) such 
that m := m’ * m” E B. Let a, ,..., a, E M(l) and a2n-K+ 1 = a,*, K = l,..., n. 
Then a,...a 2n > 0. Let Z := { l,..., 2n). Since rnb = rni = 1 and rn; = my = 0, 
Eq. (2.2) becomes in our case 
m(a,) = m’(a,) + m”(a,) + C m’(ar) m”(a,,r). 
l’cf 
2</1’1<2n-2 
The sum over Z’ has only finitely many terms and is thus bounded 
uniformly in m’, m”, by induction hypothesis. Since a, z 0 and since m(a,) 
is uniformly bounded for m E B, m’(a,) is uniformly bounded for m’ E Fo( B). 
If now a, ,..., u2n E M(l) are arbitrary, boundedness of {m’(a,), m’(u,,(,,)); 
m’ E F,(B) } follows from Schwarz’s inequality. 1 
Remark. For the set F(B) of all factors, without the condition rn; = 0, 
pointwise boundedness does not hold. The result can be extended along the 
lines of Proposition 3.1 of Ref. [S] if one has a suitable topology on M. 
COROLLARY 4.1. Let m(“xk’, k = l,..., k,, n = 1, 2 ,..., be states with 
m(;.k) = 0, and let MC”’ := nkm(“sk’. Zf MC”’ converges weakly for n + 00 then 
(n.k) {m L.k is pointwise bounded. 
Proof B := {MC”)}, is pointwise bounded, by weak convergence, and 
{m (n,k)} c F,(B). 1 
As a complement o this we have 
LEMMA 4.2. Let m(“,k’, k = l,..., k,, n = 1, 2 ,..., be states and let 
SC”) := Ck (m(n*k) - 1). Zf SCn’ converges weakly for n -+ 00 then {m(“*k))n,k is 
pointwise bounded. 
Proof Let aEM, u=,I+u’with IEC and u’~@.~rM(“). Then 
s’“‘(~‘*~‘) = C m’“.k’(a’*u’), 
k 
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and thus (m(n,k)(u’*a’)}n,k is bounded, by positivity and weak convergence. 
By Schwarz’s inequality 
/ m(n,k’(u)l < 111 + m(“‘k’(u’*a’)“2. g 
The next result is the main ingredient of the proof of Theorem 1.6. It is a 
variant of Lemma 4.2 of Ref. [8]. 
PROPOSITION 4.2. Let { m(““‘); k = l,..., k,, n = l,..., } be a pointwise boun- 
ded set of states satisfying m 1 cntk) =OVn, k and the two conditions 
lim max rnp”) (a*u) = 0 VaEM(‘) (4.3) 
n-cc k 
lim 1 myk)(a*a) < co 
n-co k 
VaEM(“. (4.4) 
Then, for all a E M and I = 2, 3 ,..., 
lim 1 I(m hk) - 1)’ (a)/ = 0. 
n-m k 
Proof: We first prove Eq. (4.5) for I= 2 and then proceed by induction. 
Let I= (l,..., r}, USE MC’) for ie 1, and u := a, . . . a,. Since rn’;,“) = 0 it suf- 
fices to consider r > 2, by Lemma 2.2. By Eq. (2.2) one has 
(m(“‘k) - l)* (a) = C m’“‘k’(a,j) m(“*k)(a,,,.). (4.6) 
I’cr 
2<11’l<r-2 
We denote the smallest and largest index in I’ by i(Z’) and j(Z’), respec- 
tively. By Schwarz’s inequality and boundedness one has, for some con- 
stants c, c’, 
1 m(“.k)(ur)( < m~~k)(ai~,~~a&~)1’2 
x m~k)(u~rjujCr,)1/44 c 
< c’m~k)(ai~r~u~r~)1/2. 
Inserting the first and second inequality for the first and second factor in 
Eq. (4.6), respectively, we obtain for some constant c” 
C I@ Cnsk)- l’(u))/ 
d c” sup my.k)(ai*ai)1/4 
k,ie? 
xccm ~k)(ai~l’~u&~ 1 w 
I’ k 
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Applying Schwarz’s inequality to the sum over k, it is seen to remain boun- 
ded as n --) 00, by Eq. (4.4). Then, by Eq. (4.3), the r.h.s. converges to 0 as 
n-+co. 
Now assume Eq. (4.5) to hold for 2 < I< lo. Let a and I be as before. By 
Eq. (2.2) one has 
; I( &.k’- 1)/o+ 1(a)\ 
“; c I( m(n*k’ - 1)‘O (ar)l (m(“‘~)(u,\J 
I’cl 
2<(1j<r-2 
Cntk’ - 1)” (a,,)\ 
I’cl k 
, 
by boundedness of {m (n*k) }.As n + co, the inner sum over k converges to 
0, by induction hypothesis. m 
Proof of Theorem 1.6. Since M’“‘” = &m’“‘k)c and since mc = log m, by 
Corollary 2.4, one has 
Applying this to some a EM the sum over I becomes finite, by Lemma 2.2. 
Hence, for some I, < co, 
M(“)“(a)-,‘$“)(a)= i ‘-:“hl k$l (m(“,k)- l)‘(a). (4.7) 
I=2 
Now let either M”” or S’“’ converge weakly. Then, by Corollary 4.1 and 
Lemma 4.2, { m(n*k) } is pointwise bounded and Mp) = S$“) = Ck m$‘,k) con- 
verges weakly. Thus Proportion 4.2 applies and hence the r.h.s. of Eq. (4.7) 
converges to 0 as n + co. By Corollary 2.6, weak convergence of {M”‘)} is 
equivalent to that of (M’“‘“}. Hence if either MC”’ or S’“) converges weakly 
then both do, and in case of convergence lim M’“‘” = lim 5”“). Since 9”) is 
clearly conditionally positive, so is its weak limit and thus M = lim M(“) is 
infinitely divisible, by Theorem 1.1 or 2.2. 
The last part of Theorem 1.6 immediately follows from the rest. Indeed, 
let m be an infinitely divisible state with m, = 0. Thus, for each n, there is a 
state rnlJn such that m = (m”“)” and m’/“=O. We put rn(“vk) :=m’l”, 
k = l,..., n. Then mp-k) = +m2 and MC”) = mVn. 1 
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